Magnifier - The service conducts a deep analysis of all active addresses, blockchain wallets and all transactions in the blockchain.
The mission of our company is to make the cryptocurrency industry safer for everyone.
We improve transparency and integrity with the help of our solutions for analytics.

FOR MARKET ANALYSIS.
• Deep analytics of blockchain addresses and
summary data as adapted information and
ratings.
• Cryptocurrency asset analytics based on real
turnovers and blockchain transactions.

FOR BLOCKCHAIN
PROJECTS AND TRADING
PLATFORMS
• Automatic complex testing of blockchain
addresses simultaneously through the bases
(Crystal Blockchain) and transactions in
blockchain nets in the online mode.
• The first service of AML safety that detects a
problem before it arrives.
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EXCHANGE MARKETS AND P2P:
USERS:
There is no service of real blockchain address analytics. The
risk of getting your wallet blocked due to transacting funds
to a “black” or “grey” list address.

Analytical portal.

FINANCIAL SECTOR AND OFFICIAL
AUTHORITIES:
There is no control tool that works with
blockchain addresses before these addresses fall
into black or grey list base.

Service for blockchain and database
analytics with restricted access.

Exchange markets and P2P:
There are service that check data only on the database. There is no
analysis of blocks from several blockchains.
They risk with their license due to the lack of preliminary control
before the transaction.

AML safety and database.

ANALYTICAL SERVICES:
There is no option for block chain control with drawing the
information into a unified report.

Analytical service with
API requests.

Analytical portal.

Analytical service
with API requests.

AML safety and
database.

Portal for analytics and
wallet, resource and
project ranking.
With a single base of
black addresses.

Providing an opportunity for
analytics and blockchain
address ranking with the
help of API.

Program complex for
cryptocurrency exchange
markets and blockchain
projects. Analytics, AML
safety blockchain.

CONSUMERS
Users of analytical
service of the crypto
market.

MONETIZATION
Ad integration.

CONSUMERS
Analytical services of the
crypto market.

MONETIZATION
Ad integration.
User involvement.

CONSUMERS
Crypto exchange markets and
P2P platforms.

MONETIZATION
Subscription service.

Service for analyzing
blockchains and database.
Single database on the basis of distributed
roster with online access and
connectable module.
Control tool for blockchain transactions and
addresses in the online mode.

CONSUMERS
Financial institutions and official
authorities.

MONETIZATION
Individual tariff plans.

The number of active users on average for one month,
among analytical portals at the moment.

The average number of active users per month among
analytical portals after the Magnifier project has entered
the market.

Why service Magnifier will take 3rd place in the market of analytical services in 12 months:
- We do not oppose ourselves to the main competitors, but complement them by providing them with a free service that
significantly improves their options.
- We provide fully independent and decentralized analytics.
- We enable the assessment of blockchain assets and wallets from both financial analytics and security audits.
Service options allow the user to secure their transactions and wallets from blocking.

Top 300 crypto exchanges and P2P platforms. Using security analytics 12 months after the "Magnifier" launch.
Using Magnifier services.
Not auditing or doing it manually.
Using various third-party bots.
Verifying addresses Crystal Blockchain
Internal audit and original security systems.
Blocking only at the request of government agencies.
Market share.

Losses of competitors.
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Why the Magnifier service will take 20% of the market in 12 months:
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- It does not oppose itself to the main competitor – Crystal Blockchain, but complements it.
- The minimum price for the verification procedure in the blockchain market.
- The service combines analytics on the Crystal Blockchain database and technical analysis of blockchain transactions.
- Opportunity to check addresses before making transactions, as well as the analytics and rating even for "white" addresses.
- User-friendly interface that can easily integrate into platform.

The mission of Magnifier is to make the cryptocurrency industry more secure, cooperating with regulators and
financial intelligence services is a priority for the service.
At the moment, the main problems of banks and financial institutions in working
with blockchain and cryptocurrencies are:

Lack of reliable partners and
service providers for security and
transaction control.
Magnifier is ready to become a nexus
and provide a universal tool that will
satisfy both the requirements of
regulatory bodies and banks and
financial institutions.

Magnifier is ready to become a nexus
and provide a universal tool that will
satisfy both the requirements of
regulatory bodies and banks and
financial institutions.

Restrictions and requirements
imposed by regulatory
authorities.

Solving the problem of large commissions,
without limiting the investment potential.
The network commission calculation system, based on a neural
network, allows you to solve the problem of large commissions, the
cost of GAS in the Magnifier ecosystem.
With an increase in the market value of the token, the system
reduces the cost of the commission for operations in the Magnifier
ecosystem, in proportion to the increase in the market value of the
token.
This approach allows you to avoid overpriced commissions, while not
limiting the investment potential of the token.
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Team reward and Advisors. (5%)
Private Sale. (10%)

MAGN TOKEN - This is a service token of the Magnifier.
The total number of issued tokens is 2 000 000 000 MAGN.
• Used as GAS to pay for Magnifier service options.
• Users freezing the token on their accounts, providing
liquidity of the network, receive rewards
as network validators.
• Token is the main element of decentralized project management.
Users have the right to vote on various
project management issues.

Token Sale. (15%)
A reserve for the functioning of the
ecosystem. (20%)
Freezing tokens with subsequent unfreezing
as the ecosystem grows. (45%)
Airdrop. (2%)

Affiliate program reward. (3%)

INVESTMENT ROUNDS.

1. Private sale.
At the closed stage of the ICO, it is planned to hold two investment
rounds.
The first round of Private sale is conducted among a limited number of
investors, this category of investors has the opportunity to make direct
investments in the Magnifier.
Ownership of 20% of the Magnifier is transferred to this group of
investors.
The second stage of Private sale is conducted among a limited, but
wider range of investors.
This group of investors is invited to purchase 15% of the total emission
of MAGN tokens (300 000 000). The cost of tokens at this stage is
0,05 USD or the equivalent in another currency. This investment round
is held within 30 days.

All tokens not sold as part of the Private Sale will be burned.

INVESTMENT ROUNDS.

2. Token sale:
The open stage of sales is conducted among an unlimited circle of
investors (with the exception of prohibited countries as required by
state authorities).
At this stage, investors are offered to purchase 10% of the total
emission of MAGN tokens (200 000 000).
The cost of tokens at this stage is 0,1USD or the equivalent in another
currency.
This investment round is held within 90 days.

All tokens not sold as part of the Token sale will be burned.
MAGN tokens purchased at any of the ICO rounds have an identical
set of functions and allow you to use all the platform options.
All MAGN tokens purchased at any of the ICO rounds are a liquid
trading instrument, easily convertible and sold on the open
cryptocurrency market.

1. Advertising
integration on
the analytical
portal.

2. Analytical
service with API
requests.

3. Analytics and
database with
restricted access.

The total volume of the ADS market, analytics services and trackers of the
cryptocurrency market is more than 1,2 M $ per month, predicting the
transition of 13.5% of users to the platform Magnifier, we can predict the
monthly profitability of approximately 162 000 $ per month, after 12 months
after the launch of the project.

Part of the ecosystem for analytics services and trackers. At the stage of
the first 12 months, it is not considered as the main revenue channel of
the project.
The goal for the first 12 months is to involve users, and reduce
repercussions, confrontation with competitors.
Analytics and database with restricted access.
The part of the ecosystem for banks and government agencies, at the
stage of the first 12 months, is not considered as a channel for
generating project income.
The goal for the first 12 months is to become one of the market leaders
in this segment.

4. AML security
and database.

4. MAGN
TOKEN.

The average cost of one AML procedure for analyzing blockchain addresses, in the
Magnifier, is 50% cheaper than the market average.
More than 2 M transactions per day are carried out on crypto exchanges and P2P platforms
every day.
Of these, at least 5% are blocked or referred to as suspicious (100 000 transactions per
day).
Based on the analysis of the AML security market for blockchain transactions, the planned
Magnifier market share is at least 20% of all suspicious and blocked transactions, which is at
least 20 000 transactions per day.
By analyzing this sales channel, we can predict an amount of at least 150 000$ per month,
12 months after the product is released to the market.
The token is not considered as the company's income.
The token is used as one of the main controls of the ecosystem.
The funds received as part of the ICO project will be used only for the development of the
project.

THE PLANNED PROFITABILITY OF THE PROJECT IN 12 MONTHS
AFTER ENTERING THE MARKET IS AT LEAST $ 312 000 PER MONTH.
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